USSA TACTICAL OFFICER MULTI
WEAPONS 242
COURSE OVERVIEW

PREREQUISITES

Tactical Officers are routinely deployed with a variety
of different weapons systems. This course will cover the
following weapon systems/skills:

Sworn private, local, state, federal, military,
or international law enforcement officers
only.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

SWAT specific handgun training
SWAT specific entry gun (carbine/SMG) training
37/40 mm multi-launchers
Single shot launchers
Pepper ball launchers
Breaching shotguns

Most training organizations offer separate courses of
instruction for each system. However, few, if any, offer a
comprehensive SWAT firearms package such as this. The
design and instruction of this course is tailored to both new
and experienced team members.
The course will be conducted utilizing full call-out gear.
Students will be exposed to techniques that will include:
•Nomenclature, breakdown and assembly, function checks
•Zeroing of sighting systems
•Stance, mounting of weapon, real-world positions
•Controlled automatic firing
•Weapon manipulations including status checks
•Unloading, reloading, and transitions to secondary
•Firing / manipulation of the weapon in reduced light.
•Firing while aggressing, regressing, and moving laterally
•Firing from stationary positions and while moving.
•Handgun/rifle drills while wearing gas mask
•Live fire downed officer drills
•Dominant and support-side firing
•Team Drills

GEAR REQUIREMENTS
Select fire shoulder weapon and three
magazines with 1000 non-AP rounds.
Handgun and three magazines with 500
rounds. We sell most calibers and have
ammunition available if needed.
Eye and ear protection, belt, tactical holster,
three magazine carriers, hydration system,
ballistic helmet, ballistic armor, load bearing
vest, sunscreen, and insect repellant.
Launchers, breaching shotguns, and
pepperball/FN303 will be provided by USSA.
Feel free to bring your own however.

PURPOSE
This training will greatly increase the skill
and confidence of the student tasked with
the responsibility of deploying all common
SWAT weapons from full call out gear and
weapons loadout.

OPEN TO
Law enforcement only
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